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Sitting in the reading rooms of the Public Record Office in London, a historian is in the center of a museum of organization. Copies of the catalogue to the museum fill several walls (although these are now complemented by online versions). The catalogue lists are dominated by references to objects of one kind: the file. The file has in its lifetime been registered at least twice: once by the government body that produced it and once by the Public Record Office when, after surviving many reviews considering its historical worth, it was selected as worthy of being kept for posterity. If the file is more than 30 years old, the historian notes the latter number, types it into a computer terminal, and waits a while for the pager to beep, indicating that the file has arrived at the collection desk. Although it might be weeded for duplicate or sensitive papers, the file the historian sees is usually the same artefact handled by civil servants and politicians. Typically the file has a card cover, its ruled jacket bearing the signatures of those who have handled it. Inside are notes, letters, minutes, memoranda, or reports, often ordered chronologically and annotated as work was done. At this point nearly every historian forgets about the form of the file and reads the content.1 This historian did not, and the book that follows is the result.
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New Perspectives on Microsoft Excel 2010, IntroductoryCourse Technology PTR, 2010


	Recycled Palette, a company in Oregon founded by Ean Nogella in

	2006, sells 100 percent recycled latex paint to both individuals and

	businesses in the area. The high-quality recycled paint is fi ltered to

	industry standards and tested for performance and environmental

	safety. The paint is available in both 1 gallon cans and 5...
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Ubuntu 8.10 Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
A Linux distribution is basically the sum of the things that you need to run Linux on your computer. There are many different Linux distributions, each with its own target audience, set of features, administrative tools, and fan club, the latter of which is more properly known as a user community. Putting aside the downright fanatics, most of the...
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MATLAB for Engineering and the Life Sciences (Synthesis Lectures on Engineering)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011


	In 2004, Joel Cohen published a paper in the Public Library of Science (PLoS) Biology, titled

	“Mathematics is Biology’s Next Microscope, only Better; Biology is Mathematics’ Next Physics,

	Only Better”. The premise of the article was that in the near future there will be an explosion in

	both math and biology...
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Cyber Operations: Building, Defending, and Attacking Modern Computer NetworksApress, 2019

	
		Know how to set up, defend, and attack computer networks with this revised and expanded second edition.

	
		You will learn to configure your network from the ground up, beginning with developing your own private virtual test environment, then setting up your own DNS server and AD infrastructure. You will continue with more...
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Data Management, Analytics and Innovation: Proceedings of ICDMAI 2018, Volume 1 (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, 808)Springer, 2018

	
		The book presents the latest, high-quality, technical contributions and research findings in the areas of data management and smart computing, big data management, artificial intelligence and data analytics, along with advances in network technologies. It discusses state-of-the-art topics as well as the challenges and solutions for...
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Learning Adobe MusePackt Publishing, 2012


	Adobe Muse is an exciting new tool from the world's foremost software design

	company, which allows users to create beautiful and fully-functioning websites

	without writing any code. It provides graphic designers the power to use their

	print design skills over the Web.





	This book will help web designers as well...
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